The “Weird” Challenge 2022 – Terms
and Conditions
“The “Weird” Challenge” (the “Event”) is organized and produced by Liberty Wireless Pte Ltd (“Circles.
Life”). These terms and conditions shall apply to all stages of the event, including but not limited to:
• the registration and selection process for various awards (“Award”) to be awarded during the Event
• the promotional and publicity activities for the Event.
By submitting his/her application and registering for the Event, each participant (the “Participant”) accepts to be bound by these Terms and Conditions and by all Event rules and guidelines which may be
prescribed by Circles.Life from time to time (the “Rules and Guidelines”). Circles.Life reserves the right to
amend or vary any of these Terms and Conditions or the Rules and Guidelines without prior notice to any
Participant.
Eligibility
Participation is open to all individuals. However, the following are not eligible to winning any of the available Awards:
• Non-Singaporean Citizens/ PRs
• Full-time employees of Circles.Life and any of its related/affiliated companies and their respective
immediate family members.
Entries
1. To register as a participant in this Event, Participants shall be required to
• Upload an Instagram Reel as the submitted content for the event (each, a “Video”), with stipulated caption requirements (“@circleslifesg” and “#theweirdchallenge”) appended and unamended throughout the duration of the event. For avoidance of doubt, the event end date is set to be
30th April, 2022.
• Submit all required details (including all supporting links and materials) (each, an “Entry”) on the
official Google form for the event.
2. Participants shall make full and honest disclosure of particulars as requested in the registration form.
For the avoidance of doubt, references to “Entry” in these Terms and Conditions shall include the link
to the Video submitted for the Event. The Participant understands that any false particulars or wilful
suppression of material facts will render the Participant liable for disqualification. All details submitted
in the application form shall be deemed to be current. In the event of any change of such details, the
Participant shall notify Circles.Life immediately.
3. Circles.Life may, at its sole and absolute discretion and without notice to Participants disqualify any of
the Entries that: (i) contains content that is intended to harm any third parties or Circles.Life, or content
of a lewd, violent and/or malicious nature; (ii) Circles.Life determines as an infringement or potential
infringement of intellectual properties or other third party rights; (iii) contains personal data; (iv) contains potentially harmful content, including unauthorised computer programmes or viruses; (v) violates
or potentially violates any applicable laws; (vi) must be removed pursuant to any laws, regulations,
government advisories or orders; or (vii) Circles.Life considers to be inappropriate and/or unsuitable
for submission for an Award or the Event.
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4. As a condition to participating in this Event, each Participant warrants and undertakes that: (i) he/she
is the sole owner of all intellectual property rights (including copyright) and other proprietary rights in
the Entries submitted and that the Entries do not infringe upon or violate any proprietary rights including without limitation, copyright, the right of privacy or publicity, nor constitute defamation against, nor
violate any common law rights or any other rights of any person, firm or corporation; and (ii) he/she
grants Circles.Life a perpetual royalty-free and transferable right to use, reproduce, publish, display,
print, edit or distribute (collectively “Use”) the Entries (or any part thereof) on all mediums and platforms worldwide.
5. The Participant shall not (a) withdraw from an Award and/or the Event; and/or (b) amend any details
in an Entry after submission, except with the express written consent of Circles.Life and he/she shall
compensate Circles.Life for all expenses or losses incurred or to be incurred in relation to his/her withdrawal.
6. Non-compliance with any of the Terms and Conditions by the Participant shall immediately disqualify
the Participant from further participation at any stage of the Event, and any Award won shall be forfeited and returned.
7. Circles.Life reserves the right to substitute, add to or alter any item on the list of Awards offered (if any).
8. Circles.Life’s decision at all stages of the Event (including without limitation the selection and number
of judges and judging criteria) is final. No enquiries, appeals, verbal or written, shall be entertained.
The Participant shall accept and abide by any and all decisions made by Circles.Life and/or the judges
concerning, without limitation, these Terms and Conditions, interviews with Participants, the Awards,
and any other matters relating to the Event.
9. In the event of any dispute concerning the operation of any element of the Event (including these
Terms and Conditions and Rules and Guidelines), the decision of Circles.Life is final.
Data
Each Participant’s personal data will be collected, used, disclosed and/or processed by Circles.Life for the
following purposes:
• For the purposes of the Event;
• For verification and record of personal particulars including comparing it with information from other
sources and using the information to communicate with the Participant; and
• To send Participants notices, information, promotions and updates including marketing and advertising materials in relation to Circles.Life’s goods and services and those of third party organisations
selected by Circles.Life.
By agreeing to these Terms and Conditions, you consent to Circles.Life collecting, using, disclosing and/or
processing your personal data for the purposes as described in the clause above.
1. These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
Republic of Singapore. The Participant irrevocably submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of the Republic of Singapore. No third party shall have any rights to enforce any of these Terms
and Conditions against Circles.Life under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act of the Republic of
Singapore.
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